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HI!!, I'm LoUELLA, OR SIMPLY

LoU, I'M HERE TO TELbL YOU

ABOUT

J

LEVELS OF USE INTERVIEWS:

A SUCCESSFUL FORMATIVE EVALUATION TOOL
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Levels of Use Interviews: ASuccessful Formative Evaluation Tool

Alan L.Roecks
John H. Andrews'

, .

4
Evaluation Services

Education Service Center., Region 20
San Antonio, Texas

Since.tge passage of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965,

evaluatiOn
1
of educational Programs often has relied on the' experimental model.

Answers were sought to the question "Dpesithe program work or not ?" All too

. frequently, studies resulted in "no significant. findings" and programs were

'judged failuresa-despite experimental evidence suggesting that the prograps

indeed, produce desireable results. One explanation for this discourig.7

, .

ing finding could be the failure of proper progfam implementation. ,Evaluating`.,

. _such programs runs the risk of appraising:non-events" (Charters & Jones,

1973), Research from the extensive Rand study on Title I ESEA programs (Berman

& McLaughlin, 1978) revealed that the program in many districts had not taken es\

place,,suggpting that failure of proper implementation may be more widespread

than previously thought. Freeman (1977) contends that many "no effect" evalu-

, ations can be explained by the failure of prow prograk implementation:

There may be programs that offer significant solutions to defects in
the human condition that have been passeA over because evalmat,ion
failed, to show an impact. Yet, in fact, the real reason for lack of
impact was that the program was never implemented fully well, or at
all. (p. 27)

Same researchers, including Mushkin (1973) and Rossi, Ffeeman and Wright

(1979 see the problem due to faulty research procedures. Comparative-

e definition of evaluation used for this paper is taken from the Phi Delta
Kappa's National Study Committee on Evaluation: "Educational, evaluation is the
process of delineating, qbtaining, and providifig useful information for judging
decision alternatives." (Stufflebeam, Foley, Gephart, Guba, Hammond, Merriman,
and Ptovus, 1971, p. 40).
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educational studies may be based bn instructional modeld not sensitive to the

actual en4iroliment. Thedominance'of the scientific mettuid limits serious

consideration'of alternate research paradigms. Variables *at can bAton-.

'trolled.are included in,expert#ntal studies; other relevant variables may be

excluded. Writing a decade earlier, Stufflebeam et al (1971)-wisely advised

that evaluation methodology must not be limited to the experimental model:

..:Perhaps the greatest challenge facing the evaluator is overcoming
the idea that evaluation methgdology is identical to research method- ,Z//'
ology. Equating them forces certain constraints inimical to the ,/'
purposes qftevaluation and makes it,impossibie to meet certain of

Pneeds served .by good `evaluation. (p. 22)

Elaborating, the-authors caution that conventional experimental design may not

be appropriate in situations where the efficiency of the overall process, in-

I

luding desired outcomes, is studied.:

Perhaps the most dam4ing assertion about the application of conventional
experimental design to evaluation situations is that it conflicts with
the principle that evaluation should facilitate the continuous improve-
ment of a program. Experimental designs prevent rather than promote
changes in the treatments...

a

It is probably unrealistic to expect directors of innovative projects to
accephese conditions, because they Obviously cannot constrain a treat-
ment to its original, undoubtedly imperfect form, just to insure internally
valid end-of-year data.... concepts of evaluation are needed which could
stimulate, not stiffle, dynamic developtient of programs. (p. 26)

Qualititive Methodology

Viable alternatives to the experimental model recently have been developed.

Qualitative methodology hasgained increasing support {ram evaluation investi-

gators (Gebhardt, 1979). Because they proVide insight into the fundamental

, f

prOcesses of education, qualitative methodologies emphasize getting "closer

to the dita,"developing an understanding of the observed and describing the

reality of the situation (Rist, 1977). Common meth?dologies include partici-

pant or'non-participant observation and comprehensive interviews.
a

4.
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Qualitative inquiry can be independent or' cQmplimentary of qualitative s dy.

Qualitative procedures document the need for quantitative studiels. Making

sure proper program implementation has occurred, determined from..qualitative

inquiry,' is often necessary before-carrying out a more quantitatively-oriented

impact study. Information from qualitative studs is useful in addressing

the formative evaluation question "How can this program. be improved?

...If the agenCy is interested in information on its effectiveness
in delivering services, the evaluation can study the prOcess of
program implementation and find out the extent to which the program
is producing the quantity, quality, and coverage of services that were
expected. (Weiss, 1972, p. 75).

The flexibility of qualitative, studies albs formative evaluation of

educational training programs, where findings can be used for the purpose of

prottram improvement. Summative evaluation, which involves quaniitative pro-

cedures, is, harder to carry, out due to the inherent difficulty in defining

IFhow training programs are implemented. Educational training programs often

do not follow a prescribed curriculum;, the goals of the program may be

plemented differently across organizational levels (Anderson & Ball, 78,

Chapter 10). This paper describes-how eeqvalitativeemethodoligyf levels of

Use (LoU), was applied successfully 'in the formative evaluation of a teacher

training program.

. Levels of Use Interviews

In a comprehensive review dfsurriculum and instruction implipenation,

Fullan and Pomfret.(1971)1Fevealed,that.a majority of research studies centered

;on the, fidelity of implementation'. Fidelity, which compares actual and in-*
4.

ended use. for the innovation, was researched in two distinct Ayac-focusIng

41.

eith organizational change or specific curricular innovations. One tech-

nique.identified by Pullen and Pomfret for measuring curriculum implementation

1
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was Levels of Use (LoU) of the Innovation. The relationship of LoU to the

.concept Of fidelity of implementation is illustrated beloW.

V

Fidelity of Implementation

Specific Cekricular Organizitional Change
Inmov4tions/ .

(Measured by)

Levels Use

Conceptually, LoU is past of the Cqncetns Based Adoption Model (CBAM). CRAM

accounts f641014mplementation using two approaches. One approach focuses on changes

in the innovation itself, the second identifies two_critical dimensions for de-

scribing change from the indivlkual perspective. These dimensions are Stages of

Concern about the Innovation (Hall & Rutherford, 1976) and Levels of Use of the

Innovation (Hall, Loucks, Rutherford, & Newlove, 1975). A series of longitudinal

and,cross-sectiomal studies have verified the existence of. seven Stages of Con-
.

cern and eight Lev of Use (See Appendix A). Loll has received limited ute as

a curricular evaluation tool with emphasis placed on summative evaluation.

Okpalobi (1979) demonstrated the effectiveness of a reading staffdevelopment

program by researching the overall and eight component LoU ratings for 27

treatment and 21 control teachers. With a few exceptions with some ambiguity

at the higher end of the scale, Hall and Loucks (1977) and Reidy-and Hord' (1979)

disco;lered a positive relationship between the LoU and student achievement. Rant
.

,---IN
,

. I

A
. , and Loucks also found that teachers in their first year of use do not implement

741 well and correspondingly do not have as high LoU rating. Other facts about

LoU include: 4
.

Reliability; ,Interater reliability ranges from .87 to .96 for

Jim

the overall LoU rating.

o% loUyas,developed by educators for educators.

=4=
I
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Validity. 'EthnograPhic studies of all day teacher activity reveal

a correlation of .98 between interview ratings and ratings from

observation.

__./Overall implementation. LoU can determine-the degree of implemen-

tation for individuals exposed,to.treatment.

.

To the best of the authors' knowledge,-LoU interviews have not been used

for formative evaluation purposes. This paper documents how LoU Can be used

1

. for this purpose in an intermediate education agency.
,

r

I'm LoU. With thy

Big Ears

I can sense whether

a prOgram is in place.

.Region 20

The state of Texas is divided Ante twenty regions served by intermediate.

educatien service agencies. Established as part of the public education system

of Texas in 1967, the serviCa agencies offer school districts and teachers an

,9pportunity .to receive specialized, services that normally would be beyond the

'reach of the average sized school system. By participating in programs with
11

the intermediate agencies, school systems take advantage of cost-saving bene-

fits and prbgram financini and4 planning whichresult from cooperative efforts.

They also realize addition$ funding, and services that are available from state

and federal services for regional programs of this type. Since Texas Service

Centers are not in a regulatory Position for the districts they serve student

achievement data generally is not available for evaluation of Center. programs.

Evaluation at Region 20 has a dual thrust. First, technical assistance

is provided to districts. EValultion workshops are provided to district staff ,

. on topics including how Levels of Use can document whether or not the program



in place. Second, programs. -And services for training teachers provided

to districts are evaluated. Ienter_staff represent evaluation "clients."

Evaluation focuses on how teachers implement Center programs. LoU is one

of several evaluation techniques employed.

lit

The READS Ptogram

READS was one of about 30 curricular programs housed/at Region 20 duffing

the 1978-79 school year. READS consisted of a sequence of strident objectives

and pre-posttests for grades 1-8. Teacheis used these materials *long wi

a record keeping system to individualize reading instauction. Funded from

Tit lie IV -C, ESEA monies, READs was was in its third (Phase IIWand final year

of operation when evaluated. The teacher sample reported in this paper con-

sisted of teachers trained during the previous two years of the program.

The evaluation-fums was both summative and formative. Objectives whose'

..intent have-been quantified describe program direction. The audience for

summative_evaluation, where a judgement about program worth is made, were the

funaing,agency and Region 20 administration. The summative objective for

READS required that at lbtst 60%- of the teachers trained during the two previous

years be implementers.
2

By May 30 197.9, 60% of the teachers in Phase I and Phase II schools
and 40% o the teachers in Phase III schools will be' implementing
READS with all or a section of their, student population. Accomplish-,
want will be shown by a representative sample-of teachers judged im-
Plementers (LoU, III, IV-A, IV-B, V).

, .

The prithary users of evaluatiowinformation are program staff. Their.

needs are net by evaluation information which address immediate, shott term

2
The major product of the evaluation office's first year (1977-78), was to
develop measurable objectives f ach Region 20 program. (See Drezek, Estes;,,
Roecks, & Andrews, 1980.) A decision to use LoU interviews for measuring.
curricular implementation had not been made when the objectives for READS"
were sn-bmitted to'the 'funding agency.' Subselpientl,y, objectives were modifet&
so as to be measured by Lou.
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needs. The formative evaluation objective for READS reflects. this interit:

By June 30, 1979', a revised edition of the English version of READS'
will be developed by project staff. Revisions will be basede in part,
oelinformation 'from SoU interviews with project teachers. Accomplish-
menu of(this.objective will be evidenced by a panel of three reading
curriculum experts selected by the ESC-20 evaluation component judging
the_revit4on!to be meaningful and substantial.

.

Limitations

-..READS'wat; oneof several complicated programs at Region 20 during the late

1970s. Evaluating, such an involved program proved difficult and time consuming.

Moreovar, the evaluation represented the first attempt at using LoU as a
41) j

ative evaluation tool. For these reasons, the authors were hesitant to use

information from, READS for thiapaper..- Despite these concerns, the evaluation

of READS liest shows how LoU interviews can be used in an applied setting.

Evaluation findings collected were some of ,the most diverse and comprehensive

available.
,

The next section outlines'the procedures currently used to carry out LoU

interviews to evaluate.14 curricular programs. These procedures are similar

to the ones used for READS. Problems encountered in the pilot runiFith READS

are illustrative of difficultLs which may be encountered by others using LoU

for the first time. They include:

The original sampling

- scheme had to be disc

carded. About one-

half of the teachers

from the previous year

could not, be located.



The list of participants was not:conplettc. The actual number of teach-
-

ers trained was not known.

Criteria for implementation were not piloted. Five criter4\were

originally identified,. One of the criteria was showli later to

,critical for oplementation.

Insufficient' information was collected for certain criteriA. Especially

difficult was collecting information for non-users. Subsevient data

analysis was difficult,

Interviews were done by five evaluators, although 70%, of the interviews

were collected by, the same two evaluators preparing the final report.

Given the above 'difficulties, the evaluation cost was nearly twice as

much as budgeted.

4
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LoU PROCEDURES

This section illustrate current procedures for tarrying out an evaluation

study using LoU. The five steps involved in this procedure Are illustrate&ty

examplei'from READS: Figure
1

gives the relative amount of

1, presented at this time as an advanced organizer,

evaluation time needed to carry but each step of

the process. About two-thirds of an evaluator's ateilable3 time *s divided

evenly between conducting interviews and analysing data. Another one-fifth is

spent selecting and contacting the sample. The remainder of this section

describes procedures associated with each step.

-NO

Figure 1

How an Evaluator's Available
Time is Used

3
Between 75%
vork as docu
ing stiff me
institution

nd 80% °Let 'evaluator's time is available for direct evaluation
ented by time and effort records. Remaining time is spent attend-
tings, professional development activities and oarrying out
responsibilities.

-9-
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Identifyidg Implementatiot Criteria

. . .

. A key role for, evaluation. is identifying the.goals and objectives
1 '. .

prgirem?(Adtal; 1978). Agreeing on" at shoodd be the criteria Zr implemen:
.

. . . .

tation
/
is atilie-consuming And clf,le frustra4ng process.

\
of a

,

f

Securing agreement requires

strong working relitioahip

between" evaluation and

program staff.

0
0

In oullSettidg,Ahis relationship is often presept A to the emphasis on for-
.

...

.
.A

-mative evaluationyhere evaluation and program staffs work closely together.,

)

V

One, characteristic unique to intermediate edution agencies makes negotiating

the criteria difficul;.

--.147 the Facilitator

and Developer--

ALL IN ONE!!

WS;

4 iv

-10-

The program developer and pro-

gram .facilitator are lo.ten.the`

same person, titled. the progrip

mahager.

4
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The.dual r es axe in conflict. As program developer, the program manager

wants to'set the criteilp Strictly-So that the descriptiontof the program can
a .

6 be put in its'bigt light. Howevesio in their role as change facilitator, the

same program, manager wants td have very' genera]. criteria to `increase the.prob-

ability that e higher percentage of teachers will ie impleienters.

%

IMplementation criteria are piloted during the fiist year Of a program
4

:

Wbendetermining tentative criteria, evaluation and program staff must decide

4
what the innovation "looks like" in the ,classrooiL.They must respond to such

r

quegtions as:

If teacher Smith participated in the program and is Using the material's
provided,' and if teacher 'Jones does not participate at all, what would

. 'be happening to teacher SmittOs.clais that wouldn't be happening to

teacher Jones' class?

The criteria are 'hen piloted on a,few teachers. Eace to face interviews

are carried out presently with the possibfiity ofusing'telephone interviews
0 A

'being-explored. Pilot interviews reveal teachers who,luse programs in u u pual

'ways or who are borderline with respect to one or more of the criteria. In

reviewing these cases evaluation and program staff have,rtal data, not hypo-
)

t,hetical,situations, which can be used tp better define'the boualaries 'of the

4 '
program. From this, tie criteria can be refined end finalized. New criteria

AAP'
may also be identifilE,

(A clear definition of the innovatioi is esiantial in obtaining qualitative

Ormation useful to program staff, irrespective of the data Collectioh instru-

nt employed. Our experiences suggested two types' of implementation criteria

could be identified; coincidentally, the same conclusion was drawn by researcher

4 \

The first year of operation cpters'on developing materials and ironing out
'wrinkles in the -instructional system. Teachers manot be trained until the
program;has been operationalized six months or longer. Implementation'is

seen as the second and third year priority. Criteria identified during the
first year remains essentially the same for succeeding years. "

'-11-
z
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of the University of,Texas Research and Development Center for,Teacher educa-

tion (See Hall & Loucks, 1978).s. These criteria are called :'critical" and

"related." .Teachers must meet critical criteria in order to be implementing

the program. Critical criteria represent primary program, goals identified

after the program is operational. Related iteria, which also describes'in

r
,

.

dividuar implementation, are Seen by the p ogram manager as impot:tant but not

essential for 'implementation. Teachers whd are users meet .t he impledentation
J.

-
A

criteria and most related criteria., The finalized criteria for READS are
AP ,

/

given.belowf . il,

'.00
v...

Critical Criteria:

1. The teachers must be using the student objectives contains

in tilt' program. They might skip a few objectives or uslie*.them

in a slightly different order but, in general, they should

follow the prescribed sequence. )

Related Criteria: .

1. The teacher must identif, thereading level (skills) of each

individual child.

2. The students must be grouped by,skilflevel (One student
. 41,

can be considered a group). .'

3. The teacher must be testing forsskill mastery by objective.

The mastery level can be established by the teacher.

4. The teacher must haves begin ning at organizing teaching

resources to-go with the objectives. AIL will be a retrieval

t:.

system such as card file or file folder.

12
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Identifying the Sample and Scheduilhg Interaews

_

The sampling design depends on program size (how many districts, campuses,

and teachers are served) and complekity (time of implementation is proportionate

to complexity). The number of participant interviews is proportionate to

project level of funding. Sampling is stratified randomly by campus. About

twenty teachers. are interviewed per project. The relatively small sample size
.

,

means that data is aggrigated for all teachers and is not ana zed by district'.

or campus level. /

Identifying the teacher sample can be Arustrating task. Teacher turnover

can be as high as 50%. This problem is acute when trying to locate previous

participants in the program. Finding teachers who have changed campuses can

also be perplexing. The sample drama-must be increased 30% to 50% of required

size. Replacement mustbe taken into acco nt.

4
%litlecond problem ,is that the list of

participants, maintained by program

staff, may be inaccurate. Nothing

is more perplexing than calling a

teacher who says "I am not involved

in the program and haven't seen the

,program staff for-over one year!"

19,
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Scheduling interviews in our 'setting is an 4nvolied process. Time seems

to fly by.. Because the service, center does not have

regulatory, authority over districts; permission from

district personnel must be obtained prior to conducting

the interviews. Contact is made with the central.office,

usually with the supervisor, followed bye -call to the campus principal.,

Teachers are-then contacted. If they cannot be rlached at the initial phone

call they are asked to return the call. If possible, interviews are scheduled

during the\zference period. When Interviews are scheduled more than a week

in advance, a reminder postcard is sent. Interviews are scheduled at the con-
,

. .

venience of the teachers. This does not alway 6 coincide with what is convenient
.

for evaluation staff, resulting in a loss of

de

,

Conducting "the Interview

On theiday of the interview, the evaluator first goes to the principal's

office to statehat he or she is at the school. In some s the principal

at)may request the,eviluator to check into the office before lea ing the school.

-
The interviewer then goes to the teacher's classroom or other.designated site.

li .
.

The first partOf the intervIew'fdcuses on thcriteria for the program. For

each criteria, the interviewer attempts to identify how well a teacher is

meeting the criteria. Once the information on the criteria'is colle ed the

interviewer proceeds to use. the standard.LoU format. (See Appendix

tA The interview is usally completed within thirty minutes.

At the conclusion of the interview, additional interview information may

be collected. This information spans aspects of the proglam not covered by

Implementation criteria, such as quality of materials or the provision of

technical assistance. StitIplementa1 information also has been gathered success-

-14-
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fullydby otb rs (Kienke andBarrows, 1980).

Whenever possible, travel is coordinated

so that several teachers in the same or nearby-
:

campuses are interviewed. Coordinating this

activity to be cost effective has

proved difficult.

Data Analysis

'All interview= are transcribed. Essenti r qualityttapes are a top-of-

the-li pe recorder and a secretary familiaewith,educational programs

IGE ?

LoU
'?

and their related 'jargon is a definite

asset. Transcribing is done-for two

reasons. First, it is cost Wective.

A person can read faster than they can

hear or write. The. cost of transcribing

isioffset by eyaluatOr time 'AaSed,

eseeciallY.when a\ summary of 'twenty utter -'

s

views, each with five ti criteria, must be

prepared. Quotes are inoluded in evalua-

tiop summaries to enhance authenticity.

Time is saved if the evaluator is not

,required tp review the tape and transcribe information.. Second, transcripts
.

,..

can be revi4/ed ana the accuracy of data verified.' The transcripts themsel,ves
. .

.3

are,a good management tool. 'Evaluating programs using LoU interviews represents.

. , . .

.
i '''' .

-15- ..
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a new activity for many Region 20 evaluation staff. Reviewing transcripts1

with a knowledgeable colleague can be a beneficial learning experience lead-

ing to a higher quality final report.

IntervieW informations analyzed in a two step process. The firit step

is to determine what percentage of the teacheri are implementing based on

whether or not they meet critical'criteria. The summative objective called

for 60% of the teacher to be implementers'(Levels III, IV-A, IV-B, and V)._

The findings shown by Table 1 reveal that 65% were implementing with145% of

the teachers being at the lowest implementation level, Level III, mechanical.

Table 1

LeIel of Use Rating of READSTeachers
(N i 20)

Level Percentage of Teachers

0 - Non use 35%

. ft - Orientation 0%

II - Preparation 0%

III - Mechanical 45%

IVA - Routine 15%

IVB - Refinement 0%

V - Integration 5%

VI - Renewal OZ)

The second step is to analyze interview information according to both
el.

critical and related criteria. Hod each teacher implemented thi innovatarion

according to 'criteria is recorded. Similar patterns or dominant configura-r

tions emerge (Hall= Zigmari, & Hord, '1979). Analyzing data by configuration

presentl is not done in our setting,. although tutute research efforts,
44

-16-*
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could profit by examining configurations. The relatively few teachers

interyiewelimited the number -of potential dominint,configurations,

however.

The best infqrmation was obtained by analyzing

across criteria. 'Staff found this information most

relevant to immediate program needs. One of

the related criteria, for example, required
ti

teachers to group students by ability level.

\All teachers' met this criteria: Four

variations were iltified. The most

popular grouping methods were completely ,

individualized (40%) and a combination

of large and small.groap techniques (30%). Figure 2 is a schematic depicting

how READS data could,be inalyzed either by criteria (across) or configurations

(down). In conclusion, data analyzed across criteria instead of by configura-,

tiod best meets the unique curriEular improvement demaof program staff.

-17-
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Figure 2_

Implementation for (Reads Teichers'

Grouping .

Teacher Identification Number

1 2 3.4 . . . , . . 11 12.13 14 . . 19 20

Critics; Criteria

esStudent Objectiy

****

* * *
Related Crigpria

I. Identify Seating Level

,* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

* *

A

*

,2. Grouping
. p

Complgtely individualized (one to_one) ****

Begin all students at one level or
one of two levels, but then begin
grouping students based on their
performance.

Combination di large and small
group techniques.

;1/4.* * ** *Nc

3. Testing for Skit, Mastery

4. Menagsaenc System

* * *
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

* * *

4.4 .

4 4

DOMINANT CONFIGURATIONS
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=maw AND IMPLICATIONS

One of the few studies available onprogram Amplementftion measured by
,

LOU is similar to READS. This evaluation studies the reading component of an

Individually Guided Instructio9 Program (IGE) in the Austin Independent

School District. A general comparison 'reveals.READS was not as well imple-

mented as IGE. Thirty-five percent of READS teach6rs were non-us4s, compared

toonly 202 for IGE. 'More significant, most READS'teachers were still4
struggling to geetheiprograt off the ,ground (LoU III). Most IGE teachers,

like teachers from other studies (Hall & Loucks411977;*Loucks, Hall, Rutherford,

Newlove & George, 1976; Reidy & Hord, 1979) were implementinglat the routine.

level (LoU IV-A). The somewhat regiessed implementation shown by READS par-

ticipants can bjexplained by/the complexity of instructional design and-
, A
certain incorrect assumptions about how implementation proceeds.

The assumption supporting many Center programs like READS)was that most

teachers trained would be implementing aft%one year. This wits not valid.

Subsequent experience with other Region 20 programs demonstrated that 40 to

602 of teachers were implementing after one year and up to 802 were implementing
. -

after two. The implementation process, stated Loucks et al (1976) takes

considerable time.

-

...our researchdocumedts the fact that implementing...takes time.
It appears that teachers and professors, when implementing innovations,
'grow' developmentally in their concerns and use of the innovation.
They are not simply non-users of an innovation one day and sophisticated
users the next. (p. 12)
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Programs built on the,assumption that the implementation takes just one

year were, by design, ineffectual.

large number of previous years

grams continued, more .teachirs

Such programs dil not account for the

teachers who were not impLementert. As pro-

needed to be serviced--usually with the same

or a reduced level of program resources.'''

First Year

r

A

Some Years Later

The long-term result was. that programs were less efficiens..-ind'teachers did

not receive the support lequired. Fewer teachers than expected became im-

plementers; those who did implement, did so at a lowerlevel. Such was the

.case with READS.

Simpler innovations are easier to implement than complex ones. Facil-

itators call install them quicker and teachers can understand them readily.

Simplicity is the key, especially whsn one remembers'that the agency supplying

the seed money wants to see near-immediate results. The management system

ynderlying READS,was a compllcafid one, with similar systems frequently re-

quiring computer assfistandb for implementation (Baker, 1978i ,Roecks, 1979b).
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,Instructionally, many of the same systems-are not sound (R, ks, 1979a).

One goal of management systems like READS is to save7teacher time. For READS,

an excessive amount of teacher time was required, as illustrated from teacher

comments:

I finished chalt ug, well,
the "student profile charts.
I finished that last week
and here it is December and
I have three (RZADS) clagles.
If I would hav4rhad,five,;
still would be working on

. that (User).

, .

We feel very strongly that
it is too complicatid, too
much paper work, and it
takes'aWay from actual class-
room instruction (Non-user).

...here it is December-

and I still havethiee more
READS classes.

Strengths and Weaknesses

Region 20 program staff contend that LoU interviews provide some of_the

best curricular evaluation information available. They believe LoU interviews

give them unique information for improv-,

ing their programs. Staff alordisap-
,

pointed if the evaluation does not employ,
LoU interviews. They are no longer

content with survey infdimation or

checklists.

-21- 0
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AC)east four reasons can_be cited why LoU interview inforfaation is

useful for program improvement. First, information is provided that program

staff cannot obtain on their own. Region 20 evaluation staff- can secure ;

higher quality information due to their'

organizational independence froT the pio-
.

gram. Participants are reluctant to

"tell it lik it is;' to those they work

with. Moreover, confidentiality,of infor-

mation is guaranteed by the policy of our

evaluation office. Second, LoU informatiori

corroborates whether or noc'the profie; is

proceeding according to plan. The

fidelity of implementation is shOwrt by

the degree to which LoU findings correspOnd to critical and related criteria

(See Figure1). Third, the process of having to develop specific criteria for

the program has potential side affects. Evaluation and program staffs develop

a stronger working relationship and both gain an understanding Of the program.

Ole goal of the proceis,'well defined relevant cr eria, ultimately benefits

the classroom teacher state Hall,and Loucks ( 8):

appears. that whenthe developer is ot clear in deicribing the
innovations or change facilitators do not communicate effectively,
users are apt to implement an unusual configuration or at least de-
scribe the innovation in different ways. On the other hand, if the
implementatioo process is well designed and articulated, and is
consistent with the developer's model, the semantic and operation
confusion is not so apt to occur. (p./30-31)

Fourth, the kind of information resulting from LoU interviews_ generally can-

not be obtaine'd from survey instruments. Questionnaire data represents one

way communication where teachers are asked to respond to program and evaluation.

4

9-
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staffs' Preconc ptions of how teachers are using the program. This "Catch 22"

phenonema can be summarized as follows:

.

'1. Questionnaires Are'sent out to determine what the teachers are

2.,

doing with-the innovation.

The only way the questionnaires will Collect this information is

if-the questions'aiked are relevant to what the teachers are stip-

posid 6 be doing. .

3. There is no way to ensure that the questions are

already knowing what the teachers are

4. If you alreA05, know what the teachers

in sending out the questionnaires.

doing.

Are doing,

relevant without

there is no point

Interviews are most effective, in correctly ideptifying how teachers are

using the innovation. While the interviewers have

,criteria, they are free to go into other

aspects or issues the teachers theinselves

raise. Unanticipated outcoMie, h do

not directly, relate to imptementation

criteria, provide some of the mdtt

useful evaluation data. New criteria

may emerge.
5
Variations occur in both

the user's and the innovation itself.

t

a predetermined list.of

Boy! We

\ sure got More than
ased for!!!

5Although evaluation in our setting is objective based,-important side effects
can be identified 4y using techniques such as LoU. Eximining program effects
irrespective of goils,has been advocated by Michael Scriven (1974), a pioneer
in the area of goal-free evaluation.
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Illudtrative .(indings include:

Student Population Served:

di(
0

READS was used almost exclusively-with remedial or special

education students. ik

6 Some special education teachers were unaware that READS could.
.

.--

be used in small group settings.

'

Reiource Materials: .
.

. -

. Some middle school' teachers have problems finding materials

that their remedial students would not see as being "baby

booksJ" * .

Teac1ers frequently did not have access to the materials listed

Ilik.., .

for each objective.
.

e
Most teachers wanted the MEADS cards laminated.

..,

READS Objectives:
...,

. 41
About half the middle school teachers believed objectives were,.

too specific.

Some-teachers perceiveca conflict between READS objectives

and state and district guidelines.

Testing and Class Management

Some teachers believed the pretest placed students at o high

a reading level. da,

Several teachers found'pretesting required months to complete.

OM

Posttesting by objectives was sometimes not done because teachers

needed more than one set of the po sttests andireproducnton cats

were high:

me teachers were having trouble managing beltioral probs

in small group settings.,

/L-
.

. \

,
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The biggest drawback to LoU intervieweris the cost associated with securing

information useful for program modification. Carrying out the interviews and

determining the overall LoU4is easy to accomplish. This task is inexpensive

relative to the cost of giving form-

ative informatfoh. The cost to carry

oqt an evaluation study using LoU'

for 20 teacheil is given by Table 2.

About three person weeks, rgpresen-

ting between 50Z to 60% of the total

cost, are required to complete the

study. Transcribing_posts.are $20

$25 per tape.

I have to be fed to

do Quality Work!!

- The cost given by Table 2 assumes personnel art trained in applying LoU

as a formative evaluation tool. Evaluator4 must undergo a three day training

.
session'in order 'to be considered for certification. Additional time, review-.

ft

ing pre-rated aims, is, required for certifi-

cetion. Learning .how .to compile LoU dee

for the purpose oflormative evaluation

is a time consuming activity. .

-25-
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a

Tabiet2

Cost to Carry Out an Evaluation Stgdy,UsiligloU for 20 Teachersa

Expenditure

Cost Estimate

High

Personnel (about three person weeks)b $ 950 $ 1,250

Transcribing 20 tapes
c

400. 500

Overhead (travel, tape recorder, tapes,
office equipment, supplies)d

dmait
350 550

Total $ 1,700 $ 2,300

S.

Interview information is used fdr both summstive and formative pUrposes. If
only cummative information is required (overall Loll), the cost is 30 to 40
percent lower.

4

b
PersonAbl should be certified in Levels of Use. Cost includes loss of three
workdays plus coat of training and travel expenses. These costs are not in-
cluded.

1 ,

I

c I

This represents the paid. to an outside business. We do our own tran-
scribing, resulting i higher quality at a slightly lowei cost. Initia vest-

ment includes.a transcribing unit ($850.00). and typewriter.($800.00).
$

a

-

d
As Region 20 serves 50 schools in fourteen counties much of the overhead cost
is travel. Tape recordersj(Lanier bictiphones) cost $250.00, tapes $4.00._

i
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us mary

This study presented an evaluation of a reading program whose intent

-- was to train oy r 200 K-8,teachers

-20 teachers was interviewed using t

for successful implementation were

the teachers implementing at warto

tation being lover than for Simile

was accounted for by the comillexit

correct assumption that,modt, teach

Of further significanCe, was

oration provided by,interviews to t

materials, objecti4es, testing and

information iantified common prac

teachers implemented the program,

organizatidnal patterns supporting_
. ,

I

information-proved useful in ident1

staff po Make data-based decrsionsi

employment of Levels of Use 1ptery

its application to t4ensurposes'of

responsible for effective change i

'for- the technique was,the cost to

over a three year period. A sample of

he Levels of Use technique. Criteria

identified. Findings revealed 65% of

.

levels, wit4iihe tegree of implemen-

studies. The regressed implementation

of instructional-design and the 4.11-

rs would be implementing after one year.

he wealth of formative evaluation infor-

e areas of student-characteristics,

classroom 'management. This additional

ices and the most frequent" ways that

revelling problems, anOpthe typical

tke.innovation within the school. The

fying areas of need and allowed'project

targeted atprogram improvement. The.

ew inibrmation was especially valuable in

formative evaluation by practitioners

schoo4s. The major` limitation cited

,

arty dutvall4 evaluation.
r
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o-unti

nterview

Are you cu entry using

NO

Appendix 1

a

Rave you ever used it in the past? If so, when? Why did you stop?
(if yes, go tq stip then return)

Rave you made a decision to use

If so, when will you begin use?

in the future?

Knowledge Can you describe - ,fot me as you see it?

,Acquiring . Are you currently looking for any information about
/dformation ) ? What kinds? For what purposes?.

Knowledge What da you see as the strengths and weaknesses of

Assessing

'Sharing

in youilsituat'on?

At this point in time, what kinds of questions are.
you asking about ? Give examples if
necessary.

Do you ewer talk with others and share information,
about jr, Whit do you share? ,

Planning What ate you planning with respect to ? Can
4P

.

you tell me about any preparation or plans you have been
.,

making for the use of ?

Final Can you summarize for me were you see yourself right now
Question in relation, to the use of ?

(Optional)

Can you describe for me
you found, what its eff

When you assess
and weaknesses?

PAST USERS*

you organized your use of
appeared to be on students?

, what problems

/at this point yousee1.n time, what do as the strengths

(Return to other nonuse questions.)

a
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Open-ended

YES 4

2

I'lease describe for me how you use
. (Ask sIffieionc

questions, to get configurations.)

-Assessing/' What -do,,you see as the strengths .and weaknesses of
Knowledge your situation? Have you made any attempt to do anything

weaknesses? !lobe those they mentioned specifically()

in

about

Acquiriqg Are you currently lOoking for )tny information about
InforSitiam What kind? For what,purposes?

LoU V ,

Sharing

ti

Assessing

Do you work with others in your use of ? Do you meet
on a regular basis? eve you made any changes in your use of

'based gat this c47rdination? (if yes, go to *)

Do you ever talk.with others about ? Jhat do you tell
them?

(Have you considered any alternatives or different ways of doing
things with the program?) Are you doing any evaluating, either
formally or informally, that would affect your use/of
Rove you received any feedback from students that would affect
the way you're using ? What have you done with the
information you got?

III/IVA/IVB Have you made any changes recently in how you use
What? cibyt How recently? Ate you considering making any
changes?

Planning/
Status

Reporting

/II -V/V1

As you look ahead to later this year, what plans do you have
in relation to your use of

Are you tonsidering-or planning to make'major modifications
or replace at this time?

1. How do you work

2. How frequently?

3. What do you see

*LoU V Probes

together?- What 'things do you share with each other?

as the effects ol this collaboration?

4. Are you looking for any

collaboration?

5. Do you talk with others
with them?

6. Have you'done any formal otLiformal evaluation of how
- working?

1 What plans do you have for this effort in the future?

If you hays enough evidence to place the person at an LoU V,

If'you do not "think the person is'an 1,0U V,

-32-
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particular kind of information in relation to this

about your collaboration? If so, what do you share

you'r collaboration is
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WHY LoU INTERVIEWS WORK.

1. UNIQUE PRODUCT

EVALUATION INDEPENDENCE

CONFIDENTIALITY 4'

CAN'T GET FROM SURVEYS

2. DOCUMENTS PROGRAM

3. IMPLEMENTATION ORITERIAm)BETTER DEFINITION

4. UNANTICIPATED OUTCOMES

so

j



I HAVE TO BE FED TO

DO QUALITY

WORK!!!


